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Abstract

This paper considers distributed computing on ananonymous quantum network, a network in which
no party has a unique identifier and quantum communication and computation are available. It is proved
that the leader election problem can exactly (i.e., withouterror in bounded time) be solved with at most
the same complexity up to a constant factor as that of exactlycomputing symmetric functions (without
intermediate measurements for a distributed and superposed input), if the number of parties is given
to every party. A corollary of this result is a more efficient quantum leader election algorithm than
existing ones: the new quantum algorithm runs inO(n) rounds with bit complexityO(mn2), on an
anonymous quantum network withn parties andm communication links. It follows that all Boolean
functions computable on anon-anonymous quantum network can be computed with the same order of
complexity as the quantum leader election algorithm on an anonymous quantum network. This gives the
first quantum algorithm that exactly computes any computable Boolean function with round complexity
O(n) and with smaller bit complexity than that of existing classical algorithms in the worst case over all
(computable) Boolean functions and network topologies. More generally, anyn-qubit state can be shared
with that complexity on an anonymous quantum network withn parties. This paper also examines an
important special case: the problem of sharing ann-partite GHZ state amongn parties on an anonymous
quantum network. It is proved that there exists a quantum algorithm that exactly solves this problem
with rounds linear in the number of parties with aconstant-sized gate set.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Distributed computing algorithms often depend on the assumption that messages sent by distinct parties can
be distinguished, which is justified if every party has a unique identifier. A more general case without this
assumption is ananonymous network, i.e., a network where no party has a unique identifier. Computing on
anonymous networks was first considered with the leader election problem in Ref. [2] and has been further
investigated in the literature (e.g., Refs. [9, 10, 1, 14, 20, 21]). This setting makes it significantly hard or
even impossible to solve some distributed computing problems that are easy to solve on a non-anonymous
network.

The leader election problem is the problem of electing a unique leader from among distributed parties
and it is a fundamental problem: Once it is solved, the leadercan gather all distributed input and locally
solve any distributed computing problem (except cryptographic or fault-tolerant problems) (e.g., Ref. [15]).
However, it was proved in Refs. [2, 19, 20] that no classical algorithm can exactly solve the leader election
problem on anonymous networks for a certain broad class of network topologies, such as rings and a certain
family of regular graphs, even if the network topology (and thus the number of parties) is known to each
party prior to algorithm invocation. Here, an algorithm is said to exactly solve a problem if it solves the
problem without fail in bounded time. Thus, many other problems have also been studied to clarify their
solvability on anonymous networks: some were shown to be exactly solvable (for certain families of graphs)
and others were not [20]. For instance, any symmetric Boolean function can be computed on an anonymous
network of any unknown topology, if the number of parties is given to each party [19, 20, 14]; in particular,
efficient algorithms are known for various regular graphs (e.g., Refs. [3, 12, 14, 13]).

Surprisingly, the situation is quite different onquantum networks, i.e., networks in which quantum
computation and communication are available. It was provedby the present authors in Ref. [18]1 that the
leader election problem can exactly be solved on an anonymous quantum network of any unknown topology,
if the number of parties is given to every party. This impliesthat quantum power substantially changes the
computability of the leader election problem on anonymous networks.

Our questions are then as follows: How powerful is quantum information for solving distributed comput-
ing tasks? Does quantum power change the hardness relation among distributed computing problems (e.g.,
problem A is harder than problem B in the classical setting, while they have similar hardness in the quantum
setting)? We give an answer to these questions by comparing the leader election problem with computing
symmetric functions, well-known problems that can be solved even on an anonymous classical network. As
a corollary, we provide a more efficient quantum leader election algorithm than existing ones. For every
Boolean function computable on anon-anonymous quantum network (a quantum network in which every
party has a unique identifier), this yields a quantum algorithm that computes it on an anonymous quantum
network with the same order of complexity as the quantum leader election algorithm. In distributed quantum
computing, sharing a quantum state among parties is also a fundamental problem. The above algorithm of
computing Boolean functions actually solves the problem ofn parties sharing any quantum state. We also
examine an important special case: the problem of sharing ann-partite GHZ state amongn parties on an
anonymous quantum network, called the GHZ-state sharing problem.

1.2 Main Results

Hereafter, we assume that the underlying graphs of networksare undirected and that no faults exist on
networks.

1 A nice survey of this article is found in Ref. [6]
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1.2.1 Quantum Leader Election

Our first result shows that the leader election problem is notharder than computing symmetric functions
on anonymous quantum networks. Letn be the number of parties andHk : {0, 1}n → {true, false} be the
function over distributedn bits, which istrue if and only if the Hamming weight, i.e., the sum, of then bits
isk. LetHk be any quantum algorithm that exactly computesHk without intermediate measurements2 on an
anonymous quantum network, and letQrnd(Hk) andQbit(Hk) be the worst-case round and bit complexities
of Hk over all possible quantum states as input.3

Theorem 1 If the number n of parties is provided to each party, the leader election problem can exactly be
solved in O(Qrnd(H0)+Q

rnd(H1)) rounds with bit complexity O(Qbit(H0)+Q
bit(H1)) on an anonymous

quantum network of any unknown topology.

This is the first non-trivial characterization of the complexity of leader election relative to computing
Boolean functions on anonymous quantum networks. This doesnot have a classical counterpart, since, for
some network topologies (e.g., rings), symmetric Boolean functions can exactly be computed [19, 20, 14]
but a unique leader cannot exactly be elected [20]. In fact, any symmetric function can exactly be com-
puted on an anonymous classical network of any unknown topology (and thus, on an anonymous quantum
network). Therefore, Theorem 1 subsumes the computabilityresult in Ref. [18] that the leader election
problem can exactly be solved on an anonymous quantum network. Our second result is that computingH1

is reducible to computingH0.

Theorem 2 If the number n of parties is provided to each party, H1 can exactly be computed without inter-
mediate measurements for any possible quantum states as input in O(Qrnd(H0)) rounds with bit complexity
O(n ·Qbit(H0)) on an anonymous quantum network of any unknown topology.

Theorem 1 together with Theorem 2 implies that the complexity of the leader election problem is charac-
terized by that of computingH0. This would be helpful in intuitively understanding the hardness of the
leader election problem on an anonymous quantum network, since computingH0 can be interpreted as just
a simple problem of checking if all parties have the same value.

Since Theorem 1 (Theorem 2) is proved by quantumly reducing the leader election problem (resp. com-
putingH1) to computingH0 andH1 (resp. computingH0), the theorems provide ways of developing quan-
tum leader election algorithms by plugging in algorithms that computeH0 (andH1). Since there is a
classical algorithm that exactly computesH0 in O(n) rounds with bit complexityO(mn) for the number
m of edges of the underlying graph (e.g., Ref. [14]) and it can be converted into a quantum algorithm with
the same complexity up to a constant factor, Theorem 1 together with Theorem 2 yields a quantum leader
election algorithm.

2 The condition “without intermediate measurements” is required for clear definition. It is easy to convert any quantum algorithm
involving intermediate measurements into a quantum algorithm not involving them by postponing all the measurements. However,
this conversion may increase the bit complexity and, thus, these two kinds of algorithms should be considered separately. For
instance, consider a quantum algorithm involving intermediate measurements that uses a different subset of communication links for
each intermediate measurement results, in which case the algorithm uses the union of the subsets when postponing the intermediate
measurements.

3 Note that inputs are not limited to classical inputs when we consider the complexities of quantum algorithms that compute
classical functions. For instance,Hk can take a state of the form

∑
~x α~x|~x〉 as input, whereα~x ∈ C and~x ∈ {0, 1}n. This takes

it into account that the algorithm may use smaller amounts ofcommunications when restricted to classical inputs. For instance, for
each classical input, the algorithm may use a different subset of communication links, in which case it uses the union of these subsets
of communication links when the input is a superposition of such classical inputs, and may result in the increase of communication
complexities. Hence, the correct way of defining complexities of quantum algorithms that are used as subroutines is taking the
maximum over all possible inputs, including quantum inputs.
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Corollary 3 The leader election problem can exactly be solved inO(n) rounds with bit complexity O(mn2)
on an anonymous quantum network for any unknown topology, if the number n of parties is given to every
party, where m is the number of edges of the underlying graph.

This leader election algorithm has better round and bit complexity than existing algorithms — the two
quantum algorithms given in Ref. [18] have the round [bit] complexity ofO(n2) [O(mn2)] andO(n log n)
[O(mn4 log n)], respectively. Actually, the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 canbe carried over asynchronous
networks in a straightforward manner. Thus, the theorems hold for asynchronous networks.

1.2.2 Quantum State Sharing

Once a unique leader is elected, it is possible to construct aspanning tree and assign a unique identifier
drawn from{1, . . . , n} to each party with the same order of complexity as that of electing a unique leader
on anonymous quantum networks.4 Then, the leader can recognize the underlying graph by gathering along
the spanning tree the adjacency matrices of subgraphs with aunique identifier on each node. This implies
that, if every partyi is given a bitxi as input, a unique leader (who is elected by the leader election algorithm)
can compute any Boolean functionf(x1, . . . , xn) that depends on the underlying graphG with node label
xis (and send the function value to every party along the spanning tree). Here, the indexi of each party is
introduced just for explanation, and it is not necessarily the same as the identifier assigned by the leader to
the party havingxi. An example off is a majority function that istrue if and only if the sum over allxi’s is
more thann/2. Another example is a function that istrue if and only if there is a cycle in which each node
i has inputxi = 1. Similarly, if each party is given a qubit as node label so that then parties share some
n-qubit stateξ, the leader can generate any quantum stateρ computable fromξ and the underlying graphG.

Corollary 4 Suppose that every party i is given the number n of parties and a qubit as node label so
that the n parties share some n-qubit state ξ. Let ρ be any n-qubit quantum state computable from ξ and
the underlying graph. Then, state ρ can exactly be shared among the n parties in O(n) rounds with bit
complexity O(mn2) on an anonymous quantum network, where m is the number of edges of the underlying
graph. A special case of f is a Boolean function that is determined by the underlying graph in which each
node i is labeled with a bit xi. If every party i is given n and xi, function f can exactly be computed in
O(n) rounds with bit complexity O(mn2) on an anonymous quantum network.

This gives the first quantum algorithm that exactly computesany computable Boolean function with round
complexityO(n) and with smaller bit complexity than that of existing classical algorithms [20, 14, 18] in
the worst case over all (computable) Boolean functions and network topologies.

GHZ-State Sharing From the viewpoint of quantum information, our leader election algorithm exactly
solves the problem of sharing ann-partiteW -state (e.g., a state(|100〉 + |010〉 + |001〉)/

√
3 for the three-

party case). As described above, this essentially solves the more general problem of sharing ann-qubit state
ρ. We are then interested in whether a certain non-trivialρ can be shared with less computational resources
than aW -state. Specifically, we focus on the number of distinct quantum gates required to shareρ, since, for
the leader election problem, all known exact algorithms (including ours) require quantum gates that depend
on the numbern of parties.

Among non-trivial quantum states other thanW -states, ann-partite GHZ state would be one of the most
interesting quantum states, since it would be a useful resource for quantum computing and communication.

4The problem of assigning unique identifiers drawn from a small domain has been widely studied even for non-anonymous
networks since the length of each identifier has a great influence over the bit complexity of many problems.
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We give exact quantum algorithms that solve, with a constant-sized gate set, the problem of sharing ann-
partite GHZ state (or ann-partite cat state)(|0〉⊗n + |1〉⊗n)/

√
2 with qubits, and the problem of sharing

ann-partite generalized-GHZ state(|0〉⊗n +· · ·+|k − 1〉⊗n)/
√
k with k-level qudits for a constant integer

k ≥ 2, amongn parties on an anonymous quantum network. We call this problem theGHZ-state sharing
problem. Notice thatk-level qudits are physically realizable [16] and are just qubits fork = 2. LetFk be a
function such thatFk(x1, . . . , xn) =

∑n
i=1 xi (mod k) for distributed inputsxi ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. LetFk

be any quantum algorithm that exactly computesFk without intermediate measurements on an anonymous
network, and letQrnd(Fk) andQbit(Fk) be the worst-case round and bit complexities, respectively, of Fk

over all possible quantum states as input.

Theorem 5 If every party is given the number n of party and an integer k ≥ 2, the GHZ-state sharing prob-
lem can exactly be solved on an anonymous quantum network in O(Qrnd(Fk)) rounds with bit complexity
O(Qbit(Fk)). Moreover, every party uses only a constant-sized gate set to perform all operations for any
integer constant k ≥ 2, if an algorithm Fk is given as a black box.

For every integer constantk ≥ 2, there is an algorithm that exactly and reversibly computesFk for
any possible quantum state as input inO(n) rounds with bit complexityO(mn4 log n) on an anonymous
classical/quantum network of any unknown topology [18]. Therefore, the theorem implies that there exists
a quantum algorithm that exactly solves the GHZ-state sharing problem with a constant-sized gate set for
any constantk ≥ 2. Fork = 2, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 6 The GHZ-state sharing problem with k = 2 can exactly be solved on an anonymous quantum
network for any number n of parties with a gate set that can perfectly implement the Hadamard transfor-
mation and any classical reversible transformations. In particular, the problem can exactly be solved with
either the Shor basis or the gate set consisting of the Hadamard gate, the CNOT gate, and the Toffoli gate.

If much more rounds are allowed, there exists a more bit-efficient algorithm that exactly solves the GHZ-
state sharing problem inO(n2) rounds with bit complexityO(mn2) by using only a constant-sized gate set
for anyn. The algorithm is obtained by modifying Algorithm I in Ref. [18].

1.3 Related Work

Refs. [17, 7] have dealt with the leader election and GHZ-state sharing problems in a different setting where
pre-shared entanglement is assumed but only classical communication is allowed. The relation between
several network models that differ in available quantum resources is discussed in Ref. [8].

1.4 Organization

Section 2 describes the network model, and some tools and notations used in the paper. Sections 3 and 4
prove Theorems 1 and 2. Section 5 then gives a quantum leader election algorithm as a corollary of the
theorems. Section 6 considers the problems of computing Boolean functions and sharing a quantum state.
Section 7 presents a quantum algorithm for the GHZ-state sharing problem.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Distributed Computing

The Network Model: A classicalnetwork is composed of multiple parties and bidirectional classical com-
munication links connecting parties. In a quantum network,every party can perform quantum computation
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and communication, and each adjacent pair of parties has a bidirectional quantum communication link be-
tween them (we do not assume any prior shared entanglement).When the parties and links are regarded as
nodes and edges, respectively, the topology of the network is expressed by a connected undirected graph.
We denote byGn the set of alln-node connected undirected graphs with no multiple edges and no self-loops.
In what follows, we may identify each party/link with its corresponding node/edge in the underlying graph
for the system, provided that doing so is not confusing. Every party hasports corresponding one-to-one
to communication links incident to the party. Every port of party l has a unique labeli, (1 ≤ i ≤ dl),
wheredl is the number of parties adjacent tol. More formally, the underlying graphG = (V,E) has aport
numbering [20], which is a setσ of functions{σ[v] : v ∈ V } such that, for each nodev of degreedv, σ[v]
is a bijection from the set of edges incident tov to {1, 2, . . . , dv}. It is stressed that each functionσ[v] may
be defined independently of any otherσ[v′]. In our model, each party knows the number of his ports and the
party can appropriately choose one of his ports whenever he transmits or receives a message.

Initially, every partyl has local informationIl, the information that only partyl knows, such as his local
state and the number of his adjacent parties, and global informationIG, the information shared by all parties
(if it exists), such as the number of parties in the system (there may be some information shared by not all
parties, but it is not necessary to consider such a situationwhen defining anonymous networks). Every party
l runs the same algorithm, which is given local and global informations,Il andIG, as its arguments. If all
parties have the same local information except for the number of ports they have, the system and the parties
in the system are said to beanonymous. For instance, if the underlying graph of an anonymous network is
regular, this is essentially equivalent to the situation inwhich every party has the same identifier (since we
can regard the local informationIl of each partyl as his identifier). This paper deals with only anonymous
networks, but may refer to a party with its index (e.g., partyi) only for the purpose of simple description.

A network is eithersynchronous or asynchronous. In the synchronous case, message passing is per-
formed synchronously. The unit interval of synchronization is called around. Following the approach in
Ref. [15], one round consists of the following two sequential steps, where we assume that two (probabilis-
tic) procedures that generate messages and change local states are defined in the algorithm invoked by each
party: (1) each party changes his local state according to a procedure that takes his current local state and
the incoming messages as input, and then removes the messages from his ports; (2) each party then prepares
messages and decides the ports through which the messages should be sent by using the other procedure
that takes his current local state as input, and finally sendsthe messages via the ports. Notice that, in the
quantum setting, the two procedures are physically realizable operators. A network that is not synchronous
is asynchronous. In asynchronous networks, the number of rounds required by an algorithm is defined by
convention as the length of the longest chains of messages sent during the execution of the algorithm.

This paper focuses on the required number of rounds as a complexity measure (calledround complexity).
This is often used as an approximation of time complexity, which includes the time taken by local operations
as well as that taken by message exchanges. Another complexity measure we use is bit complexity, which is
the number of bits, including qubits, communicated over allcommunication links. In this paper, we do not
assume any faulty party and communication link.

2.2 Leader Election Problem in Anonymous Networks

The leader election problem is formally defined as follows.

Definition 7 (n-party leader election problem (LEn)) Suppose that there is an n-party network whose
underlying graph is in Gn, and that each party i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} in the network has a variable yi initialized
to 1. Create the situation in which yk = 1 for a certain k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and yi = 0 for every i in the rest
{1, 2, . . . , n} \ {k}.

5



This paper considersLEn on an anonymous network (when each partyi has his own unique identifier, i.e.,
Ii 6= Ij for all distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, LEn can deterministically be solved inΘ(n) rounds in both
synchronous and asynchronous cases [15]).

The leader election problem on an anonymous network was firstinvestigated by Angluin [2]. Subse-
quently, Yamashita and Kameda [20] gave a necessary and sufficient condition on network topologies under
which LEn can exactly be solved for givenn. Their result implies thatLEn cannot exactly be solved for a
broad class of graphs, including rings, complete graphs, and certain families of regular graphs. Interested
readers should consult Refs. [1, 22] and the references in them for detailed information about the leader
election problem on anonymous networks.

2.3 Quantum Computing

We assume that readers have some basic knowledge of quantum computing introduced in standard textbooks
[16, 11]. The following well-known theorem is called “exactquantum amplitude amplification”, which will
be used repeatedly.

Theorem 8 ([4, 5]) Let A be any quantum algorithm that searches for z ∈ {0, 1}n such that χ(z) = true

without using measurements, where χ(z) ∈ {true, false} is any Boolean function. Suppose that

|Ψ〉 = A|0〉⊗n =
∑

z

αz|z〉

for orthonormal basis {|z〉}z∈{0,1}n . Let Q(A, χ, φ, θ) be an operator

−AF0(φ)A−1Fχ(θ),

where Fχ(θ) multiplies |z〉 by a factor of eiθ if χ(z) = true, and F0(φ) multiplies |z〉 by a factor of eiφ if
z = 0 · · · 0.

If the initial success probability a =
∑

z : χ(z)=true |αz|2 of A is exactly known and at least 1/4, then

Q(A, χ, φa, θa)|Ψ〉 = 1√
a

∑

z : χ(z)=true

αz|z〉

for some values φa and θa (0 ≤ φa, θa ≤ 2π) computable from a.

2.4 Notations

A Boolean functionf : {0, 1}n → {true, false} depending onn variables,x1, . . . , xn with xi ∈ {0, 1}, is
said to besymmetric if f is determined by the Hamming weight of~x = (x1, . . . , xn), i.e., |~x| = ∑n

i=1 xi.
In particular, symmetric functionHk : {0, 1}n → {true, false} is defined asHk(~x) = true if and only if |~x|
is k. We say thatn partiesexactly compute a Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {true, false} if every partyi
has variablesyi (initialized to “true”) andxi ∈ {0, 1} before computation, and setyi to f(~x) with certainty
after computation. If a quantum algorithm exactly computesf without intermediate measurements on an
anonymous quantum network, we say that the algorithm is anf -algorithm.

In general, anf -algorithm transforms (with ancilla qubits) an input state[
⊗n

i=1(|xi〉|true〉)] ⊗ |0〉 into
[
⊗n

i=1(|xi〉|f(~x)〉)] ⊗ |g~x〉, for any~x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n, where|g~x〉 is “garbage” left after com-
puting f(~x). For the algorithms over networks with bidirectional communication links, anyf -algorithms
are reversible. Hence we can totally remove the “garbage” bystandard garbage-erasing technique, as the
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f -algorithm exactly and reversibly computesf . Putting everything together, we may assume without loss
of generality (at the cost of doubling each complexity) thatanyf -algorithm transforms an input state

∑

~x∈{0,1}n
α~x

n⊗

i=1

(|xi〉|true〉)

into
∑

~x∈{0,1}n
α~x

n⊗

i=1

(|xi〉|f(~x)〉),

for any α~x ∈ C with
∑

~x∈{0,1}n |α~x|2 = 1, where~x = (x1, . . . , xn). Similarly, for the more general
functionf : Xn → Y depending on distributedn variables(x1, . . . , xn) with xi ∈ X, we say that a quan-
tum algorithm is anf -algorithm, if the algorithm exactly computesf without intermediate measurements
on an anonymous quantum network. For anf -algorithmF on an anonymous quantum network with the
underlying graphG ∈ Gn, we denote byQbit

G (F) andQrnd
G (F) the worst-case bit and round complexities,

respectively, ofF over all possible quantum states given as input. For simplicity, we may writeQbit(F) and
Qrnd(F) if G is clear from context.

3 Proof of Theorem 1

3.1 Basic Idea

Initially, every party is eligible to be the leader and is given the numbern of parties as input. Every party
flips a coin that gives heads with probability1/n and tails with1− 1/n. If exactly one party sees heads, the
party becomes a unique leader. The probability of this successful case is given by

s(n) =

(
n

1

)

· 1
n
·
(
n− 1

n

)n−1

=

(

1− 1

n

)n−1

>
1

e
>

1

4
.

We shall amplify the probability of this case to one by applying the exact quantum amplitude amplification
in Theorem 8. To do this, we use anH1-algorithm in a black-box manner to check (inFχ(θs(n))) whether
or not a run of the above randomized algorithm results in the successful case, and use anH0-algorithm
in a black-box manner to realize the diffusion operator (more strictly,F0(φs(n))). In other words, we shall
quantumly reduce the leader election problem to computingH0 andH1. In our algorithm, all communication
is performed for computingH0,H1 and their inversions. The non-trivial part is how to implementFχ(θs(n))
andF0(φs(n)) in a distributed way on an anonymous network, wheres(n) = (1 − 1/n)n−1, since every
party must run the same algorithm.

3.2 The Algorithm

Before describing the algorithm, we introduce the concept of solving andunsolving strings. Suppose that
each partyi has a bitxi, i.e., then parties sharen-bit string~x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). A string ~x is said to be
solving if ~x has Hamming weight one. Otherwise,~x is said to beunsolving. We also say that ann-qubit
pure state|ψ〉 =∑~x∈{0,1}n α~x|~x〉 shared by then parties issolving (unsolving) if α~x 6= 0 only for ~x that is
solving (unsolving).

Fix anH0-algorithm and anH1-algorithm, which we are allowed to use in a black-box manner.
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Base algorithmA: LetA be the two-by-two unitary matrix defined by

A =
1√
n

(√
n− 1 1
1 −

√
n− 1

)

.

At the beginning of the algorithm, each party prepares threesingle-qubit quantum registersR, S, andS′,
where the qubit inR is initialized to |0〉, the qubits inS andS′ are initialized to|“true”〉 (the qubits inS
andS′ will be used as ancillary qubits when performing phase-shift operations on the qubit inR). First,

each party appliesA to the qubit inR to generate the quantum state|ψ〉 = A|0〉 =
√

1− 1
n |0〉+

√
1
n |1〉.

Equivalently, alln parties share then-qubit quantum state

|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉⊗n =

(√

1− 1

n
|0〉+

√

1

n
|1〉
)⊗n

in their R’s. Let Sn = {~x ∈ {0, 1}n : ~x is solving} be the set of solving strings of lengthn, and let
|Ψsolving〉 = 1√

n

∑

~x∈Sn
|~x〉 be the quantum state which is the uniform superposition of solving strings

of lengthn. Notice that|Ψ〉 is a superposition of the solving state|Ψsolving〉 and some unsolving state
|Ψunsolving〉:

|Ψ〉 = αsolving|Ψsolving〉+ αunsolving|Ψunsolving〉.
The amplitudeαsolving of |Ψsolving〉 is given byαsolving =

√

s(n) > 1/2.

Exact amplitude amplification: Now the task for then parties is to amplify the amplitude of|Ψsolving〉
to one via exact amplitude amplification, which involves onerun of−AF0(φa)A−1Fχ(θa) for A = A

⊗n

since the initial success probability isα2
solving > 1/4.

To realizeFχ(θs(n)) in a distributed manner, whereχ(~x) = 1 if ~x is solving andχ(~x) = 0 otherwise,

each party wants to multiply the amplitude of any basis state|~x〉 for χ(~x) = 1 by a factor ofei
1
n
θs(n) , where

s(n) = (1−1/n)n−1. This will multiply the amplitude of the basis state by a factor of eiθs(n) as a whole. At
this point, however, no party can check ifχ(~x) = 1 for each basis state|~x〉, since he knows only the content
of hisR. Thus, every party runs theH1-algorithm withR andS, which sets the content ofS to “true” if the
number of1’s among the contents ofR’s of all parties is exactly one and sets it to “false” otherwise (recall
that theH1-algorithm computesH1 for each basis state in a superposition). This operation transforms the
state as follows:

|Ψ〉|“true” 〉⊗n 7→ αsolving|Ψsolving〉|“true” 〉⊗n + αunsolving|Ψunsolving〉|“ false”〉⊗n,

where the lastn qubits are those inS’s. Every party then multiplies the amplitude of each basis state by
a factor ofei

1
n
θs(n) , if the content ofS is “true” (here, no party measuresS; every party just performs

the phase-shift operator controlled by the qubit inS). Namely, the state overR’s andS’s of all parties is
transformed into

(ei
1
n
θs(n))nαsolving|Ψsolving〉|“true” 〉⊗n + αunsolving|Ψunsolving〉|“ false”〉⊗n.

Finally, every party inverts every computation and communication of theH1-algorithm to disentangleS.
The implementation ofF0(φs(n)) is similar to that ofFχ(θs(n)), except thatF0(φs(n)) multiplies the

all-zero basis state|0 · · · 0〉 by eiφs(n) . First, every party runs theH0-algorithm withR0 andS′, which sets
the content ofS′ to “true” in the case of the all-zero state, and sets it to “false” otherwise. Next, every party
multiplies the amplitude of the all-zero state by a factor ofei

1
n
φs(n) , if the content ofS′ is “true”. Finally,

every party inverts every computation and communication oftheH0-algorithm to disentangleS′.
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Algorithm QLE

Input: classical variablestatus := “eligible”, and integern
Output: classical variablestatus ∈ {“eligible” , “ ineligible”}

1. Initialize quantum registersR, S, andS′to |0〉, |“ true”〉, and|“ true”〉 states, respectively.

2. If status = “eligible”, apply A = 1√
n

(√
n− 1 1
1 −

√
n− 1

)

to the qubit inR to generate the quantum state

|ψ〉 =
√

n−1
n

|0〉+
√

1
n
|1〉 in R.

3. Perform the exact amplitude amplification consisting of the following steps:

3.1 To realizeFχ(ψs(n)) for s(n) = (1− 1/n)n−1, perform the following steps:

3.1.1 Perform anH1-algorithm withR andS, n.

3.1.2 Multiply the content ofR by a factor ofexp(i 1
n
θs(n)) if the content ofS is “true”.

3.1.3 Invert every computation and communication of step 3.1.1 to disentangleS.

3.2 Invert the computation of Step 2.

3.3 To realizeF0(φs(n)), perform the following steps:

3.3.1 Perform anH0-algorithm withR, S′ andn.

3.3.2 Multiply the content ofR by a factor ofexp(i 1
n
φs(n)) if the content ofS′ is “true”.

3.3.3 Invert every computation and communication of Step 3.3.1 to disentangleS′.

3.4 Perform the same operation as is performed in Step 2.

4. MeasureR with respect to basis{|0〉, |1〉}. If the result is1, then setstatus to “eligible”.

5. Outputstatus.

Figure 1: Algorithm QLE

More precisely, every party sets his classical variablestatus to “eligible”, and runs Algorithm QLE
with status andn, given in Figure 1. After the execution of the algorithm, exactly one party has the value
“eligible” in status. Since all communication is performed to computeH0 andH1 and their inversions, the
algorithm runs in2(Qrnd

G (H0) + Qrnd
G (H1)) rounds with bit complexity2(Qbit

G (H0) + Qbit
G (H1)) for any

graphG ∈ Gn, whereH0 andH1 are theH0-algorithm andH1 algorithm, respectively, that we fixed. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4 Proof of Theorem 2

The proof consists of the following two steps:

• Reduce computingH1 to computingH0 and the consistency functionCS, whereCS is a Boolean
function that istrue if and only if a subset (specified byS) of all parties has the same classical value
(its formal definition will be given later).

• Reduce computingCS to computingH0.

Actually, the second step is almost trivial. We start with the first step.

4.1 Basic Idea

Suppose that every partyi is given a Boolean variablexi. We can probabilistically computeH1(~x) with the
following classical algorithm, where~x = (x1, . . . , xn): Every partyi with xi = 1 sets a variableri to 0 or 1

9



each with probability1/2 and sendsri to all parties (by takingδ rounds for the diameterδ of the underlying
graph); every partyi with xi = 0 sets variableri to “∗” and sendsri to all parties. It is not difficult to
see that the following three hold: (i) if|~x| = 0, every party receives only “∗”, (ii) if |~x| = 1, either no
party receives “1” or no party receives “0”, and (iii) if |~x| = t ≥ 2, every party receives both “0” and “1”
with probability 1 − 2/2t. Therefore, every party can conclude thatH1(~x) = true (H1(~x) = false) with
probability one if|~x| = 1 (|~x| = 0) and thatH1(~x) = false with probability1− 2/2t ≥ 1/2 if |~x| = t ≥ 2.
Roughly speaking, our quantum algorithm for computingH1 is obtained by first quantizing this probabilistic
algorithm and then applying the exact quantum amplitude amplification to boost the success probability to
one. More concretely, we amplify the probabilityp that there are both0 and1 among allri’s by using the
exact amplitude amplification. Letpinit andpfinal be the values ofp before and after, respectively, applying
the amplitude amplification. Obviously, ifpinit = 0, thenpfinal = 0 also. Hence, for|~x| ≤ 1, pfinal = 0.
For |~x| ≥ 2, p could be boosted to one if the exact value ofpinit were known to every party. However,pinit

is determined byt, the value of which may be harder to compute than to just decide whethert = 1 or not.
Therefore, instead of actualt, we run the amplitude amplification for eacht

′
:= 2, . . . , n, a guess of t, in

parallel. We can then observe that exactly one of the(n− 1) runs boostsp to one if and only if|~x| ≥ 2.

4.2 Terminology

Suppose that each partyi has a bitxi, i.e., then parties sharen-bit string~x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). For con-
venience, we may consider that eachxi expresses an integer, and identify stringxi with the integer it
expresses. For an index setS ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, string~x is said to beconsistent overS if xi is equal toxj for
all i, j in S. Otherwise~x is said to beinconsistent overS. Here, index setS is used just for the defini-
tion (recall that no party has an index or identifier in the anonymous setting). Formally, we assume that
every party has a variablez ∈ {“marked” , “unmarked”}, andS is defined as the set of all parties with
z = “marked”. If S is the empty set, any~x is said to be consistent overS. We also say that ann-qubit
pure state|ψ〉 =∑~x∈{0,1}n α~x|~x〉 =

∑

~x∈{0,1}n α~x|x1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xn〉 shared by then parties isconsistent
(inconsistent) overS if α~x 6= 0 only for ~x ’s that are consistent (inconsistent) overS (there are pure states
that are neither consistent nor inconsistent overS, but we do not need to define such states).

We next define the consistency functionCS : {0, 1}n → {“consistent” , “ inconsistent”}, which de-
cides if a given string~x ∈ {0, 1}n distributed overn parties is consistent overS. Namely,CS(~x) returns
“consistent” if ~x is consistent overS and “inconsistent” otherwise.

4.3 TheH1-Algorithm

As in the previous section, we fix anH0-algorithm and aCS-algorithm, which we use in a black-box manner.
At the beginning of the algorithm, every party prepares two one-qubit registersX andY. We shall describe
anH1-algorithm that exactly computes functionH1 over the contents ofX’s and sets the content of eachY
to the function value. Here, we assume that registersY’s are initialized to|“true” 〉 for an orthonormal basis
{|“true” 〉, |“ false”〉} ofC2. We basically follow the idea in Section 4.1 to reduce computingH1 to computing
the binary-valued functionsH0 andCS . However, the idea actually represents a three-valued function, i.e.,
distinguishes among three cases:|~x| = 0, |~x| = 1, and|~x| ≥ 2. Thus, we cast the idea into two yes-no
tests. Namely, the algorithm first tests if|~x| is 0 or not. If|~x| = 0, then it concludesH1(~x) = “ false”. The
algorithm then performs another test to decide if|~x| ≤ 1 or |~x| ≥ 2, which determinesH1(~x).

4.3.1 First Test

To test if |~x| = 0, each party prepares a single-qubit registerS0, the content of which is initialized to
|“true′′〉. Each party then performs theH0-algorithm to exactly compute the value ofH0 over the contents
of X’s, and stores the computed value in eachS0.
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From the definition of theH0-algorithm, this transforms the state inX’s andS0’s as follows:

n⊗

i=1

(
|xi〉X|“true”〉Y|“true” 〉S0

)
7→

n⊗

i=1

(
|xi〉X|“true” 〉Y|H0(~x)〉S0

)
,

by rearranging registers,

= |~x〉
︸︷︷︸

X’s

|“true”〉⊗n
Y |H0(~x)〉⊗n

S0
.

If the content ofS0 is “true”, then the content ofY will be set to “false” later (because this means|~x| = 0).

4.3.2 Second Test

Next each party tests if|~x| ≤ 1 or |~x| ≥ 2 with certainty. Recall the probabilistic algorithm in which every
party i sets a variableri to 0 or 1 each with probability1/2 if xi = 1 and sets variableri to “∗” if xi = 0,
and then sendsri to all parties. Our goal is to amplify the probabilityp that that there are both0 and1
among allri’s by using the exact amplitude amplification. The difficultyis that no party knows the value of
pinit (= 1− 2/2|~x|). The test thus uses aguess t of |~x| and tries to amplifyp assuming thatpinit = 1− 2/2t.
If t = |~x|, then the procedure obviously outputs the correct answer with probability one. Ift 6= |~x|, the
procedure may output the wrong answer. As will be proved later, however, we can decide if|~x| ≤ 1 or
|~x| ≥ 2 without error from the outputs of(n − 1)-runs of the test fort = 2, . . . , n, which are performed in
parallel.

We now describe the test procedure for eacht. Assume that one-qubit registerZt is initialized to
|“unmarked ”〉. The initial state is thus

∑

~x∈{0,1}n
α~x

n⊗

i=1

(
|xi〉X|“unmarked ” 〉Zt

)
,

where registersY andS0 are omitted to avoid complication.
The base algorithmA (to be amplified) is described as follows. If the content ofX is 1, the party flips

the content ofZt to “marked”, where {|“marked ” 〉, |“unmarked ”〉} is an orthonormal basis inC2. This
operation just copies the contents ofX to those ofZt (in the different orthonormal basis) for parallel use
over allt. The state is thus, for any fixed~x,

n⊗

i=1

(
|xi〉X|zt(xi)〉Zt

)
=
(

|1〉X|“marked ” 〉Zt

)⊗|S|
⊗
(

|0〉X|“unmarked ”〉Zt

)⊗(n−|S|)
,

wherezt(xi) ∈ {|“marked ”〉, |“unmarked ” 〉} is the content ofZt when the content ofX is xi, andS is the
set of the parties whoseZt is in the state|“marked ”〉 (note that|S| = |~x|).

If the content ofZt is“marked”, apply the Hadamard operatorH = 1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
to the qubit inRt to

create(|0〉 + |1〉)/
√
2 (note that registerRt of each partyi is the quantum equivalent ofri5). The state is

now represented as, for the~x,

(

|1〉X|“marked ” 〉Zt

|0〉Rt + |1〉Rt√
2

)⊗|S|
⊗
(

|0〉X|“unmarked ”〉Zt |0〉Rt

)⊗(n−|S|)
.

5 Here, the contents ofRt’s of “unmarked” parties are set to|0〉, while the classical equivalents, variablesri’s, of the parties are
set to “∗” (instead of 0). Actually, the symbol “∗” is used to distinguish between|~x| = 0 and|~x| = 1. However, we do not need it
any longer due to the first test.
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By rearranging registers, we have

|~x〉
︸︷︷︸

X′s

|zt(~x)〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Z′
ts

( |0〉Rt + |1〉Rt√
2

)⊗|S|
|0〉⊗(n−|S|)

Rt
= |~x〉
︸︷︷︸

X’s

|zt(~x)〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Zt’s

|ψt(~x)〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rt’s

,

where|zt(~x)〉 is then-tensor product of|“marked ”〉 or |“unmarked ”〉 corresponding to~x, and

|ψt(~x)〉 =




1√
2|S|

∑

~y∈{0,1}|S|

|~y〉



 |0〉⊗(n−|S|).

This is the end of the base algorithmA.
We then boost the amplitudes of the basis states superposed in |ψt(~x)〉 such that there are both|0〉 and

|1〉 in Rt’s of parties inS, i.e., the amplitudes of the states that are inconsistent over S, with amplitude
amplification. Here, functionχ in Theorem 8 is the consistency functionCS anda(t) = 1− 2

(
1
2

)t
is used

as the success probabilitya. For convenience, we express|ψt(~x)〉 as

|ψt(~x)〉 = |ψinconsistent〉+ |ψconsistent〉,

where,

|ψinconsistent〉 =




1√
2|S|

∑

~y∈{0,1}|S|:|~y|6=0,|S|
|~y〉



 |0〉⊗(n−|S|),

|ψconsistent〉 =
1√
2|S|

(

|0〉⊗|S| + |1〉⊗|S|
)

|0〉⊗(n−|S|).

To realizeFχ(θa(t)), every party prepares a single-qubit registerSt initialized to|“consistent”〉 and then
performs the next operations: (1) Perform aCS-algorithm withRt, St andZt, which computesCS for each
basis state|~y〉|0〉n−|S| of |ψt(~x)〉 and sets the content ofSt to value ofCS ; (2) Multiply the amplitude of

each basis state ofRt by a factor ofexp
(
i
θa(t)
n

)
if the content ofSt is “inconsistent”; (3) Finally invert every

computation and communication of (1) to disentangleSt. The state evolves with the above operations as
follows:

|zt(~x)〉|ψt(~x)〉|“consistent”〉⊗n

7→ |zt(~x)〉
(
|ψinconsistent〉|“ inconsistent”〉⊗n + |ψconsistent〉|“consistent”〉⊗n

)

7→ |zt(~x)〉
(
(
ei

θa(t)
n
)n|ψinconsistent〉|“ inconsistent”〉⊗n + |ψconsistent〉|“consistent”〉⊗n

)

7→ |zt(~x)〉
((

eiθa(t) |ψinconsistent〉+ |ψconsistent〉
)

|“consistent”〉⊗n
)

.

We have now finished the first operation,Fχ(θa(t)), of −AF0(φa(t))A−1Fχ(θa(t)).
ThenA−1 is performed. OperationF0(φa(t)) can be realized with theH0-algorithm in the same way

as in Algorithm QLE in the previous section. Finally, perform operationA again. This is the end of the
amplitude amplification. In summary, the state overZt’s andRt’s is transformed as follows:

|zt(~x)〉|ψt(~x)〉 7→ |zt(~x)〉|ψ′
t(~x)〉,

where|ψ′
t(~x)〉 is expressed as in the following claim.
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Claim 1

|ψ′
t(~x)〉 =







√
2|S|

2|S|−2 |ψinconsistent〉 (|S| ≥ 2 and t = |S|),
β|ψinconsistent〉+ γ|ψconsistent〉 (|S| ≥ 2 and t 6= |S|),
|ψconsistent〉 (|S| ≤ 1 and all t),

for some β, γ ∈ C.

Proof of Claim 1. If |S| ≥ 2 andt = |S|, the claim follows from Theorem 8. If|S| ≥ 2 andt 6= |S|, the
claim is trivial. If |S| ≤ 1, then|ψt(~x)〉 = |ψconsistent〉; thus,|ψ′

t(~x)〉 = |ψconsistent〉. �

Each party then prepares a new quantum registerS′′t (initialized to |“consistent”〉) and performs again
theCS-algorithm withRt, S′′t andZt, which transforms the state as follows:

|zt(~x)〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Zt’s

|ψ′
t(~x)〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rt’s

|“consistent” 〉⊗n

︸ ︷︷ ︸

S′′t ’s

→ |zt(~x)〉 |Ψt(~x)〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rt’s, S′′t ’s

,

where

|Ψt(~x)〉 =







√
2|S|

2|S|−2 |ψinconsistent〉|“ inconsistent” 〉⊗n (|S| ≥ 2 andt = |S|),
β|ψinconsistent〉|“ inconsistent”〉⊗n + γ|ψconsistent〉|“consistent”〉⊗n (|S| ≥ 2 andt 6= |S|),
|ψconsistent〉|“consistent”〉⊗n (|S| ≤ 1 and allt).

4.3.3 Final Evaluation

After the first test and the second tests fort = 2, . . . , n, the state is now

|~x〉
︸︷︷︸

X

⊗ |true〉⊗n

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y’s

⊗
(

|H0(~x)〉⊗n

︸ ︷︷ ︸

S0’s

)

⊗
( n⊗

t=2

|zt(~x)〉 |Ψt(~x)〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rt’s, S′′t ’s

)

.

Recall that every party has registersY, S0, S′′t for t = 2, . . . , n. In the final step of our algorithm for
computingH1, every party concludes the value ofH1(~x) from the contents ofS0 andS′′t ’s as follows:

• If either the content ofS0 is “true” or the content ofS′′t is “inconsistent” for somet ∈ {2, . . . , n},
then every party sets the content ofY to “false”.

It is not difficult to show the correctness. If the content ofS0 is “true”, then the value ofH1(~x) is obviously
“ false” (because|~x| = 0). Suppose that the content ofS0 is “false”, i.e., |S| 6= 0. From the definition of
|Ψt(~x)〉, we can observe the following facts: (1) If|~x| := |S| = 1, then the contents ofS′′t are “consistent”
for all t = 2, . . . , n. (2) If |~x| := |S| ≥ 2, then the content ofS′′t is “inconsistent” for somet ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
More precise description of our algorithm is given in Figure2.

Lemma 9 For any graph G ∈ Gn, if every party knows the number n of parties. there is an H1-algorithm
that runs in O(Qrnd

G (H0) +Qrnd
G (CS)) rounds with bit complexity O(n(Qbit

G (H0) +Qbit
G (CS))), where H0

and CS are any H0-algorithm and any CS-algorithm, respectively.

Proof. The correctness follows from the above description of the algorithm. For the complexity, all com-
munications are performed for computingH0 and then computingCS for t = 2, ..., n in parallel. Therefore,
the lemma follows. �
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4.4 ComputingCS with Any H0-Algorithm

We now show that computingCS is reducible to computingH0.

Lemma 10 For any graph G ∈ Gn, there is a CS-algorithm that runs in O(QM
G (H0)) rounds with bit

complexity O(QM
G (H0)), where H0 is any H0-algorithm.

Proof. FunctionCS can be computed by first computing in parallelH0 andH|S| over the input bits of the
parties associated withS, and then computing OR of them. To computeH0 over the|S| bits with anyH0-
algorithm overn bits, every partyi with i 6∈ S sets his input to0, and all parties then run theH0-algorithm.
Similarly, (the negation of)H|S| over the|S| bits can be computed except that every partyi with i ∈ S
negates his/her input. �

Lemmas 9 and 10 imply that, for any graphG ∈ Gn, there is anH1-algorithm that runs inO(Qrnd
G (H0))

rounds with bit complexityO(n ·Qbit
G (H0)). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 2 can easily be generalized to the case where only an upper boundN of n is given to every
party. Suppose that we are given anH0-algorithm that works for a given upper boundN of n. The proof
of Lemma 10 then implies that there exists aCS-algorithm that can work even if only an upper boundN is
given. We can thus make anH1-algorithm that works for the upper boundN , by performing the first test
and then the second tests fort = 2, . . . , N in parallel.

Theorem 11 If only an upper bound N of the number n of parties is provided to each party, function
H1 can exactly be computed without intermediate measurements for any possible quantum state as input
in O(Qrnd(H0)) rounds with bit complexity O(N · Qbit(H0)) on an anonymous quantum network of any
unknown topology.

5 Improved Algorithm for LEn

As an application of Theorems 1 and 2, we present a quantum algorithm that exactly solvesLEn, which runs
with less round complexity than the existing algorithms while keeping the best bit complexity.

Proof of Corollary 3. We first give a simpleH0-algorithm in order to apply Theorems 1 and 2. The
algorithm is a straight-forward quantization of the following deterministic algorithm: Every party sends his
input bit to each adjacent party (and keep the information ofthe bit for himself). Every party then computes
the OR of all the bits he received and the bit kept by himself and sends the resulting bit to each adjacent
party (and keep the information of the bit for himself). By repeating this procedure∆ times for an upper
bound∆ of the network diameter, every party can know the OR of all bits and thus the value ofH0. This
classical algorithm can easily be converted to the quantum equivalent with the same complexity (up to a
constant factor).

Thus, we have proved the following claim.

Claim 2 Let G be any graph in Gn, and let m be the number of edges in G. Then, there is an H0-algorithm
that runs in O(∆) rounds with bit complexity O(∆m) on an anonymous quantum network of the underlying
graph G (i.e., Qrnd

G (H0) = O(∆) and Qbit
G (H0) = O(∆m) for some H0-algorithm H0) if the upper bound

∆ of the diameter of G is given to each party.

Corollary 3 follows from Theorems 1, 2 and Claim 2 with the trivial upper boundn of ∆. �

Corollary 3 improves the complexity of the existing quantumalgorithms forLEn in Ref. [18]. For
particular classes of graphs, it is known thatH1 can be computed as efficiently asH0. In this case, a direct
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application of Theorem 1 gives a better bound. For a ring network, bothH0 andH1 can be computed in
O(n) rounds with bit complexityO(n2).

More generally, Kranakis et al. [14] developed a random-walk-based classical algorithm that efficiently
computes any symmetric function if the stochastic matrixP of the random walk on the underlying graph
augmented with self-loops has a large second eigenvalue (inthe absolute sense). By using this algorithm to
computeH0 andH1, Theorem 1 yields an efficient algorithm for the graphs with alarge eigenvalue gap.

Corollary 12 Let G ∈ Gn and let G′ be the graph G with self-loops added to each node. Let λ be the
second largest eigenvalue (in absolute value) of the stochastic matrix P associated with G′. There is an

algorithm that exactly elects a unique leader in O
(

− logn
logλ

)

rounds with bit complexity O
(

− m
logλ(log n)

2
)

on an anonymous quantum network with the underlying graph G, where m is the number of edges of G.

In particular, a unique leader can exactly be elected inO(n2/d log n) rounds with bit complexity
O(n1+2/d log n) for an anonymous quantumd-dimensional torus for any integer constantd ≥ 2, since
−1/ log λ ∈ O(n2/d).

We next consider a more general setting, in which only an upper boundN of n is given to each party. In
this case, our algorithm can be modified so that it attains thelinear round complexity inN . The algorithm,
however, has a larger bit complexity than thanO(mN2), which is attainable by an existing algorithm.

Corollary 13 Let G be any graph in Gn, and let m be the number of edges in G. If only an upper bound
N of the number n of parties is given to every party, the leader election problem can exactly be solved in
O(N) rounds with bit complexity O(mN3) on an anonymous quantum network with the underlying graph
G.

Proof. Theorem 11 and Claim 2 imply that there exist anH0-algorithm and anH1-algorithm that work even
if only an upper boundN of n is given to each party.

Since Theorem 1 depends on the high success probability of the base randomized algorithm (i.e., the
algorithm in which every party flips a coin that gives heads with probability1/n), the reduction works only
if N = n. We thus modify the reduction in Theorem 1 as follows: (1) We attempt the quantum reduction
in Theorem 1 for every guessn′ of n in parallel, wheren′ = 2, . . . , N . (2) Each attempt is followed
by performing theH1-algorithm to verify that a unique leader is elected. Observe that for at least one
of n′ = 2, . . . , N , a unique leader is elected, which is correctly verified by Step (2) due to Theorem 11.
Therefore, the round complexity isO(N) and the bit complexity isO(mN3). �

6 Computing Boolean Functions

Once a unique leader is elected, a spanning tree can be constructed by starting at the leader and traversing
the underlying graph (e.g., in a depth first manner) and the leader can assign a unique identifier to every
party by traversing the tree. Moreover, if a unique leader exists, the underlying graph is recognizable, i.e.,
every party can know the adjacency matrix of the graph, as shown in Lemma 14. Hence, it is possible to
compute a wider class of Boolean functions than symmetric functions, i.e., all Boolean functions that may
depend on the graph topology (but are independent of the way of assigning unique identifiers to parties). We
call such functionscomputable functions.

Lemma 14 Once a unique leader is elected on an anonymous quantum network of any topology, the under-
lying graph can be recognized in O(n) rounds with O(n3) bit complexity.
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Proof. Once a unique leader has been elected, the following procedure can recognize the underlying graph.
First construct a spanning tree inO(n) rounds withO(m) bit complexity by traversing the graph for the
numberm of the edges of the underlying graph. Second assign a unique identifier to each party inO(n)
rounds with bit complexityO(n log n) by traversing the spanning tree starting at the leader (the first and
second steps can be merged, but we here describe them separately just for simplicity). Finally, gather into
the leader the information of what parties are adjacent to each party by conveying adjacency matrices along
the spanning tree as follows: Each party communicates with each adjacent party to know the identifier of
the adjacent party in one round withO(m log n) bit complexity. Next, each leaf nodei prepares ann-by-n
adjacency matrix with all entries being zero, puts1 in the entries(i, j) of the matrix for all adjacent parties
j, and then sends the matrix to its parent node of the tree withO(n2) bit complexity. Every internal nodek
of the tree merges all received matrices, puts1 in the entries(k, j) for all adjacent partiesj, and then sends
the resulting matrix to its parent node. Finally, the leadercan obtain the adjacency matrix of the underlying
graph, and he then broadcasts the matrix along the tree. These gathering and broadcasting steps takeO(n)
rounds with bit complexityO(n3). �

We now give a proof of Corollary 4.

Proof of Corollary 4. Once a unique leader is elected and the underlying graph is recognized, it is sufficient
for the leader to gather the input bit of every party with his identifier ofO(log n) bits along the spanning
tree. This input gathering can be done inO(n) rounds with bit complexityO(n2 log n). Thus, together with
Corollary 3 and Lemma 14, any computable Boolean function can be computed inO(n) rounds with bit
complexityO(mn2) for the numberm of the edges of the underlying graph. More generally, suppose that
every partyi has a qubit so that then parties share somen-qubit stateξ, and letρ be anyn-qubit quantum
state computable fromξ and the underlying graph. Then, by replacing an input bit with an input qubit for
each party in the above proof for classical case, the leader can gather then qubits to haveξ in his local
space. Now the leader can locally generateρ from ξ, and send back the corresponding qubit to each party to
shareρ, again along the spanning tree, inO(n) rounds withO(n2 log n) bit complexity. This completes the
proof of Corollary 4. �

7 GHZ-State Sharing Problem

In this section, we prove Theorem 5 by reducing the GHZ-statesharing problem to computing func-
tion Fk, whereFk is a function such thatFk(x1, . . . , xn) =

∑n
i=1 xi (mod k) for distributed inputs

xi ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. Hereafter, we assume the existence of anFk-algorithm. The basic idea can be
well understood by considering the case ofk = 2.

7.1 Basic Case (k = 2)

The algorithm consists of two phases. The first phase runs twoattempts of the same procedure in parallel,
each of which lets all parties share either(|0〉⊗n +|1〉⊗n)/

√
2 or (|0〉⊗n − |1〉⊗n)/

√
2 each with probability

1/2. If the parties share at least one copy of(|0〉⊗n +|1〉⊗n)/
√
2 after the first phase, they succeed. If the

parties share two copies of(|0〉⊗n−|1〉⊗n)/
√
2, the second phase distills the state(|0〉⊗n+|1〉⊗n)/

√
2 from

them with classical communication and partial measurements. A more detailed description is as follows.
Let i ∈ {1, 2} be the index of each attempt of the procedure performed in thefirst phase. The first phase

performs the following procedure for eachi (notice that functionF2 is equivalent to the parity of distributed
n bits).

1. Every party prepares two single-qubit registersRi andSi initialized to|0〉.
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2. Every party applies Hadamard operatorH = 1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
toRi: |0〉⊗n → 1√

2n

∑

~x∈{0,1}n |~x〉

3. All parties collaborate to compute the parity (i.e., the sum modulo2) of the contents ofRi of all parties
and store the result intoSi of each party:

1√
2n

∑

~x∈{0,1}n
|~x〉|0〉⊗n → 1√

2n

∑

~x∈{0,1}n
|~x〉
∣
∣|~x| (mod 2)

〉⊗n
.

4. Every party measuresSi in the basis{|0〉, |1〉} and appliesH to Ri:







1√
2n−1

∑

~x∈{0,1}n : |~x| is even

|~x〉 → |0〉⊗n +|1〉⊗n

√
2

if |0〉 was measured,

1√
2n−1

∑

~x∈{0,1}n : |~x| is odd

|~x〉 → |0〉⊗n − |1〉⊗n

√
2

if |1〉 was measured.

If the state over allRi’s is (|0〉⊗n +|1〉⊗n)/
√
2 for at least one ofi = 1, 2, we are done; otherwise, we go on

to the second phase. Observe that the state over allR1’s andR2’s is

(|0〉⊗n
R1

− |1〉⊗n
R1

)⊗ (|0〉⊗n
R2

− |1〉⊗n
R2

) = (|0〉⊗n
R1

|0〉⊗n
R2

+|1〉⊗n
R1

|1〉⊗n
R2

)− (|0〉⊗n
R1

|1〉⊗n
R2

+|1〉⊗n
R1

|0〉⊗n
R2

),

where we omit normalization coefficients. If every party locally computes the parity of the contents ofR1’s
andR2’s and measures the result, the entire state will be either|0〉⊗n

R1
|0〉⊗n

R2
+ |1〉⊗n

R1
|1〉⊗n

R2
or |0〉⊗n

R1
|1〉⊗n

R2
+

|1〉⊗n
R1

|0〉⊗n
R2
. It is easy to see that the state|0〉⊗n+|1〉⊗n can be obtained from any of these states by applying

a CNOT toR2 usingR1 as control (allR2’s are disentangled). If we use a quantum simulation of a classical
algorithm that deterministically computes the parity of distributedn bits (e.g., view-based algorithms [20,
14, 18]), our algorithm uses only a constant-sized gate set.

7.2 General Case (k > 2)

In the following, we assumek-level qudits are available for simplicity (the algorithm can easily be carried
over the case where we are allowed to use only qubits). Any pure state of ak-level qudit can be represented
as
∑k−1

i=0 αi|i〉 with complex numbersαi such that
∑k−1

i=0 |αi|2 = 1 (for k = 2, this is just a qubit).
Our algorithm uses the following operatorWk over onek-level qudit, instead ofH used in the case of

k = 2: Forx ∈ {0, . . . , k−1},

Wk|x〉 =
1√
k

k−1∑

j=0

ωxj
k |j〉,

whereωk = e
2π
k
i. In what follows, we denote

(
∑k−1

x=0 ω
t·x
k |x〉⊗n

)

/
√
k byCATk(t). For instance,CAT2(0)

denotes(|0〉⊗n + |1〉⊗n)/
√
2.

7.2.1 First Phase

The first phase is for the purpose of sharingk states drawn from the set{CATk(t) : t ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}} .
The operations are described as follows, which are similar to the case ofk = 2.

First Phase
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For i = 1, 2, . . . , k, perform the following operations in parallel:

1. Prepare a single-qudit registerRi initialized to|0〉.
2. ApplyWk to the qudit inRi, which maps the state|0〉⊗n into (Wk|0〉)⊗n = 1√

kn

∑kn−1
y=0 |y〉.

3. Run anFk-algorithm to compute the value ofFk(y) :=
∑n

j=1 yj (mod k), whereyj is the content
of Ri of thejth party, and store the result into a single-qudit registerSi:

1√
kn

kn−1∑

y=0

|y〉|0〉⊗n → 1√
kn

kn−1∑

y=0

|y〉|Fk(y)〉⊗n.

4. MeasureSi in the basis{|0〉, . . . , |k − 1〉}. If si ∈ {|0〉, . . . , |k − 1〉} is measured, the state is

1√
kn−1

∑

y∈{0,...,kn−1} :∑n
j=1 yj=si (mod k)

|y〉.

5. ApplyW†
k toRi.

The following lemma implies that, for eachi ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the state ofRi’s after the first phase is
CATk(−si mod k). If si = 0 for somei, we are done. Otherwise, the parties perform the second phase
(described later) to distill the stateCATk(0) from thek states shared by all parties.

Lemma 15

W
⊗n
k

(

1√
k

k−1∑

x=0

ωt·x
k |x〉⊗n

)

=
1√
kn−1

∑

y∈{0,...,kn−1} :
t+

∑n
j=1 yj=0 (mod k)

|y〉.

The proof is given in Appendix.

7.2.2 Second Phase

Suppose that, after the first phase, all parties sharek states,CATk(−si mod k) with si 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , k.
Then, there must be two integersl,m ∈ {1, . . . , k} with sl = sm, sincesl, sm ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. We can
distill the stateCATk(0) from the statesCATk(−sl mod k) andCATk(−sm mod k) as follows.

Suppose thatn parties share two copies ofCATk(t) for any t ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} for their quantum
registersR1’s andR2’s. Namely, the state over allR1’s andR2’s is

(
1√
k

k−1∑

x=0

ωt·x
k |x〉⊗n

︸ ︷︷ ︸

R1’s

)

⊗
(

1√
k

k−1∑

x=0

ωt·x
k |x〉⊗n

︸ ︷︷ ︸

R2’s

)

.

By rearranging the registers, the state is

1

k

k−1∑

r=0

k−1∑

x=0

ωt·r
k (|x〉R1 |r − x (mod k)〉R2)

⊗n .

Every party then performs the following operations.
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Second Phase

1. Add the content ofR1 to the content ofR2 under modulok: The state becomes

1

k

k−1∑

r=0

k−1∑

x=0

ωt·r
k (|x〉R1 |r mod k〉R2)

⊗n .

2. MeasureR2 in the basis{|0〉, . . . , |k − 1〉} and letr be the measurement result: The state is

ωt·r
k√
k

k−1∑

x=0

|x〉⊗n
R1
.

3. OutputR1.

7.2.3 Proof of Theorem 5

The correctness of the algorithm follows from the above description of the algorithm. The communication
occurs only when computingFk (in the first phase). Thus, the algorithm works inO(Qrnd(Fk)) rounds
with bit complexityO(Qbit(Fk)), whereFk is the givenFk-algorithm. The algorithm works with the
operatorsWk,W

†
k, the operators for computing classical functions (such as addition under modulok) that

are independent ofn, except the givenFk-algorithm. Therefore, the algorithm can be implemented with a
gate set whose size is finite and independent ofn if anFk-algorithm is given. �

8 Conclusion

We proved that the leader election problemLEn can exactly be solved with at most the same complexity (up
to constant factor) as that of computing symmetric Boolean functions on an anonymous quantum network.
In particular, the hardness of the leader election problem is characterized by that of computingH0, a function
of checking if all parties each have the bit0. This shows that quantum information can change the hardness
relation among distributed computing problems (recall that H0 can be computed for all network topologies
butLEn cannot, on anonymous classical networks).

In the proof, we used (given) distributed algorithms for computing symmetric Boolean functions to
implement phase-shift operators of amplitude amplification. Here, assuming that the underlying graph is
undirected, we were able to erase the garbage left by the algorithms by the standard technique of inverting
all operations and communications performed. We do not knowif our proof works (with modifications) even
on directed networks. It is also a open question as to whetherLEn can exactly be solved in rounds linear
in the number of parties when the underlying graph is directed (notice that the leader election algorithms in
Ref. [18] work with some modifications even on directed networks, but they require rounds super-linear in
the number of parties).

We also gave an quantum algorithm that exactly solves the GHZ-state sharing problem in rounds linear
in the number of parties with a constant-sized gate set, if the network is undirected. It is still open whether
the problem can exactly be solved in linear rounds on directed networks. If much more rounds are allowed,
we can solve the problem on directed networks by modifying the idea in Ref. [18].
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Appendix

A GHZ-State Sharing Problem

Proof of Lemma 15. We first prove the lemma fort = 0. The proof can easily be generalized to the case of
t > 0. Notice that

W
⊗n
k

(

1√
k

k−1∑

x=0

|x〉⊗n

)

=
1√
kn+1

kn−1∑

y=0

αy|y〉 =
1√
kn+1

kn−1∑

y=0

(α(0)
y + · · ·+ α(k−1)

y )|y〉, (1)

whereαy :=
∑k−1

x=0 α
(x)
y andα(x)

y /
√
kn = 〈y|W⊗n

k |x〉⊗n. Let y = y1y2 . . . yn for yj ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. By
the definition ofWk, we have

α(x)
y =

n∏

j=1

ω
x·yj
k = (α(1)

y )x (for 0 ≤ x ≤ k − 1).

Therefore, the following claim holds.

Claim 3

αy =

k−1∑

x=0

α(x)
y =

k−1∑

x=0

(α(1)
y )x,

where α(1)
y ∈ {1, ω1

k, ω
2
k, . . . , ω

k−1
k }.

We next calculateαy for eachy. If α(1)
y = 1, thenαy =

∑k−1
x=0(α

(1)
y )x = k by the above claim. Ifα(1)

y = ωp
k

for some numberp prime tok, then

αy =

k−1∑

x=0

ωpx
k = 0.

Suppose thatα(1)
y = ωq

k for some numberq not prime tok. Let g be the greatest common divisor (GCD) of

q andk. Sinceα(1)
y = e

2π
q/g
k/g

i is the(k/g)th root of 1, we have
∑k/g−1

j=0 (α
(1)
y )j = 0. Therefore,

αy =
k−1∑

x=0

(α(1)
y )x =

g
∑

m=1

k/g−1
∑

j=0

(α(1)
y )j = 0.

Hence, only the basis states|y〉 such thatα(1)
y = 1 have non-zero amplitudes. Sinceα(1)

y =
∏n

j=1 ω
yj
k =

ω
∑n

j=1 yj
k ,

kn−1∑

y=0

αy|y〉 =
∑

y∈{0,...,kn−1} :∑n
j=1 yj=0 (mod k)

k|y〉.

Thus, the lemma fort = 0 follows from eq. (1).
We now consider the case oft > 0. Suppose that

W
⊗n
k

(

1√
k

k−1∑

x=0

ωt·x
k |x〉⊗n

)

=
1√
kn+1

kn−1∑

y=0

βy|y〉 =
1√
kn+1

kn−1∑

y=0

(β(0)y + · · ·+ β(k−1)
y )|y〉,
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whereβy =
∑k−1

x=0 β
(x)
y and β(x)y /

√
kn = 〈y|W⊗n

k (ωt·x
k |x〉⊗n). Then, we haveβ(x)y = ωt·x

k α
(x)
y =

(ωt
kα

(1)
y )x. This implies that

βy =

k−1∑

x=0

β(x)y =

k−1∑

x=0

(β(1)y )x.

By an argument similar to the case oft = 0, only the basis states|y〉 such thatβ(1)y = 1 have non-zero

amplitudes. The lemma follows fromβ(1)y = ω
t+

∑n
j=1 yj

k . �
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H1-Algorithm

Input: Single-qubit registersX andY (W.L.O.G., initialized to|“ true”〉), an integern.

Output: Single-qubit registersX andY.

1. Initializen single-qubit registersR0,R2, . . . ,Rn to |0〉.
2. Prepare a single-qubit registerS0 and then perform the following steps of the first test:

2.1 Copy the content ofX to that ofR0 in the{|0〉, |1〉} basis (i.e., apply CNOT toR0 with X as control).

2.2 Perform anH0-algorithm withR0, S0 andn, which computesH0 over the contents ofR0’s of all parties
and store the result intoS0.

3. Perform the following steps of the second test fort = 2, . . . , n in parallel:

3.1 If the content ofX is 1, set the content ofZt to “marked ”; otherwise set it to “unmarked ”.

3.2 If the content ofZt is “marked ”, apply the Hadamard operator on the qubit inRt (to create|0〉+|1〉√
2

).

3.3 To realizeFχ(ψa(t)), prepare a single-qubit quantum registerSt and perform the following operations:

3.3.1 Perform aCS-algorithm withRt, St, Zt andn, which computesCS over the contents ofRt’s of all
parties forS defined by the contents ofZt’s, and stores the result intoSt.

3.3.2 Multiply the state ofRt by a factor ofei
1
n
ψa(t) if the content ofSt is “inconsistent”, wherea(t) is

the probability of measuring inconsistent states in
(

|0〉+|1〉√
2

)⊗t
, i.e.,1− 2

(
1
2

)t
.

3.3.3 Invert every computation and communication of Step 3.3.1 to disentangleSt.

3.4 Invert the computation in Step 3.2.

3.5 To realizeF0(φa(t)), prepare a single-qubit quantum registerS′t and perform the following operations:

3.5.1 Perform theH0-algorithm withRt, S′t andn, which computesH0 over the contents ofR0’s of all
parties and store the result intoS′t.

3.5.2 Multiply the state ofRt by a factor ofei
1
n
φa(t) if the content ofS′t is “true”.

3.5.3 Invert every computation and communication of Step 3.5.1 to disentangleS′t.

3.6 Perform the same operation as in Step 3.2

3.7 Prepare a fresh single-qubit registerS′′t , and perform aCS-algorithm withRt, S′′t , Zt andn, which com-
putesCS over the contents ofRt’s of all parties forS defined by the contents ofZt’s, and stores the result
into S′′t .

4. If either the content ofS0 is “true” or the content ofS′′t is “inconsistent” for somet ∈ {2, . . . , n}, then turnY
over (i.e., transform the state|“ true”〉 of Y into |“ false”〉).

5. Invert every computation and communication of Steps 2 and3 to disentangle all registers exceptX andY.

6. OutputX andY, and then halt.

Figure 2:H1-Algorithm
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